#SalfordStories
The VCSE response to
the COVID-19 pandemic

Never more needed
Charity workers and volunteers are some of the heroes of the response to the
pandemic, many of them have been at the forefront of work to help local people.
We want to say thank you – we know they are needed now more than ever.
People have been stepping forward, showing the Spirit of Salford, and volunteering
to make a difference in their communities.
With the help of these volunteers local charities have been able to change what they
usually do in order to help provide vital services to people in Salford.
Here are some examples of Salford charities in action, powered by their volunteers.

Salford CVS is a charity supporting the
voluntary sector in Salford. We provide
information, advice and guidance, facilitate
collaboration and assist with finding and
coordinating donations of goods and
funding. This includes administering the
Salford Crisis Fund (Covid-19) funded by
NHS Salford CCG. Salford CVS are also a
partner in the Spirit of Salford Network.
Volunteer Centre Salford is a service of
Salford CVS and has been helping with the
recruitment and placement of Emergency
Response Volunteers. This includes keeping
in touch with volunteers, processing
references and performing additional checks
for specialised roles.
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African Rainbow Family
African Rainbow Family (ARF) is a charity that support lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender intersexual and queer (LGBTIQ) people of African heritage and the
wider Black Asian Minority Ethnic groups.
ARF rely on volunteers to support their 500 members. In response to the pandemic
their volunteers have been helping to run virtual activities to help members to stay
positive and feel supported. Some volunteers, including Nadim Uddin, have been
setting up online activities to support the emotional and mental health of the group’s
members and working well into the night to get them running.
ARF have also received funding from the Salford Crisis Fund (Covid-19) to support
some of their members, who are also people seeking asylum, with purchasing
essentials goods including food, household items and phone credit.
Mary, a member of ARF says:

African
Rainbow F
for the weekly COVID-19
and different online activities to
keep our mental health safe during these
scary times."

ARF COVID-19 Assist Online Meeting
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Age UK Salford
Age UK Salford have adapted their services to continue to reach out and support
older people in Salford and in ways which are safe and valued.
They have established an essential shopping service – delivering to over 200 people
and are covering about 20 shopping calls per day.

“I cannot thank you enough for all that you’re
doing for my mum. It is so reassuring to know
that you are helping her as I live far away and
she has no family around her.”
Age UK Salford have about 50 or so volunteers, a significant number of them are
over 70 and subject to the recommendations to self-isolate. Patricia Whatmough, a
volunteer at Critchley Community Hub has been recognised with a Covid-19 Open
Award, for her commitment to fellow volunteers and for her positive words of
encouragement to those volunteers who are considerably older and more vulnerable.
The dementia support workers have been running music, meditation, exercise and
word-games for the brain on Zoom and social groups such as the SWit’ch writing
group who meet regularly at Critchley are catching-up on Zoom so they can still be
creative in a social environment and hopefully more groups will follow.
Age UK Salford are in touch with all our existing clients through regular welfare calls
so we can continue to maintain relationships, offer reassurance and support and also
provide access to practical information and advice.

“I’ve been looking forward to your call all
week. So lovely to hear a different voice and
you’ve still found the time to ring me as I’m
lonely – I can’t thank you enough.”
Age UK Salford are really proud of how our staff, volunteers and clients have
adapted to this new way of working and embraced the use of technology.
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Banana Enterprise Network
Banana Enterprise Network are a charity helping to remove barriers to selfemployment. In response to the pandemic they switched the focus of their work and
have been sourcing, delivering and preparing emergency care packages to single
parents or very low income families in Salford. This work has been supported by the
Salford Crisis Fund (Covid-19).
Banana Enterprise delivered 30 of these care packages to clients in Salford. Initially,
they had difficulty with buying quantities of non-perishable food items due to
restrictions.
Each pack had items such as toilet roll, tissues, soap, tin or tuna, tin of meat, fajita
kit, biscuits, crisps, porridge oats, a small game for children, teabags, alcohol wipes
and nutritional bars for example. Plus we gave each client a bag of mixed fresh fruit
such as apples, satsumas, bananas.

Banana Enterprise Network received some
lovely messages from clients saying thank
you!
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Connect Youth and Community
Centre
Voluntary group Connect Youth and Community Centre
usually meet for lunch and social activities. To help local
people stay connected and to prevent social isolation
volunteers have been running virtual ‘Happy Hour’ arts,
crafts and singing groups and making calls to check in and
chat with group members who live alone.
Members of the group also design personalised cards which
are posted out by volunteers to 39 people in Salford to
brighten their day and to help them feel connected.
The members have been taking virtual tours of galleries,
thanks to a volunteer, and have said:

“Love this group!”
The Happy Hour singing group volunteers encourage
members to have a go at participating in writing and singing
songs about the lock-down.

“This group has given me confidence and
helped me meet new friends!”
The singing group is described as:

“A confidence
booster it helps us
have a routine to
make the days be
different. It keeps
the mind active!”
“Happy Hour Art and Music lives up to the
name…You forget what’s going on as you
connect in creative ways in singing, karaoke,
musicals, quizzes etc!”
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Cycling Projects - Wheels for All
and Pedal Away
Cycling Projects helps people to ride, regardless of their age, ability or cycling
experience. As their bikes aren’t being used at the moment they have created a free
bike hire scheme enabling NHS staff from Salford Royal NHS Foundation Trust to
commute to and from work. This promotes good social distancing by avoiding public
transport and gives NHS workers a chance to get some exercise in the fresh air.
They have also offered their specially
adapted bikes from their Wheels for All
initiative to groups that have used their
services previously to enable people with
disabilities to carry on cycling. This also
applies to their Pedal Away participants
who don’t own a bike – they have been
given free access to bikes so they can
choose cycling as their daily exercise.
Cycling Projects have had amazing
support from volunteers, helping them
with the logistics of moving bikes around
the region and with general maintenance
of the bikes.
Andy who received one of the Pedal
Away bikes says:

“I’ve not cycled for over 10 years and with
working away all the time I’ve never really
had chance to. When we were told to
lockdown I started to feel isolated and alone.
I contacted Rob from Pedal Away and he
provided me with a bike and a helmet and
some local routes to take. I now cycle every
day as part of my exercise and feeling the
benefits of getting out. I have since offered to
volunteer for the charity.”
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Dancing with Dementia
Dancing with Dementia is a social and entertainment group for people living with
dementia, their families, friends and carers.
During the pandemic Dancing with
Dementia’s volunteers have moved from
the dancefloor to the kitchen; cooking
and delivering meals to the group’s
regular guests who are socially isolating
(they have delivered 60 meals).
Volunteers have also been supporting
and connecting with the group’s guests
including keeping in touch by phone and
email.
Dancing with Dementia have given out
PPE to five local care homes, toiletries
for the care staff at two care homes and
provided craft items and celebration hats
and flags for the VE parties at two
residential homes.
They are expanding their services by
working with local café Hug in a Mug in
Walkden to provide more meals
delivered to guests’ doors as well as essential items food packages.
Feedback from guests and relatives of guests:

“The meal provided a valuable connection to
the outside world, for someone self-isolating
and living alone. It lifted her spirits.”
“It brightened my day…we’ve all been stuck in
for weeks and the gesture was really
appreciated.”
“I was overwhelmed by the generosity from
Dancing with Dementia.”
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The Federation of Jewish
Services (The Fed)
The Fed are providing telephone support, online support, shopping and medication
delivery to the most vulnerable members of the Jewish community in Greater
Manchester.
Many clients are anxious, and The Fed’s skilled volunteers and staff are providing
sensitive, lengthy telephone support. Their staff are also providing additional support
to the volunteer team who can spend up to 4 hours per day talking to distressed
callers.
The Fed is supporting people who are at high risk from COVID-19 due to complex
health conditions. Prior to the pandemic, their support groups were attended by up to
30 people at a time. For the time being, all support is now offered on an individual
basis. This has placed a huge strain on their staffing resources. There has been a
58% increase in calls to their helpline. The Fed have recruited an additional 100
volunteers to help to meet the demand.
The Fed’s services benefit people living with complex physical conditions /
underlying health issues, people who are lonely or isolated, living alone, people who
are frail, people living with mental health conditions, carers, Holocaust Survivors,
people experiencing domestic violence or sexual abuse and people who are suicidal.
Quote from a volunteer:

"I just spoke to a very emotional 60-year-old
client suffering with an auto-immune illness in
the community. He has no contact with any
other family member. I facilitated a video call
with his sister who he hasn’t seen for 18
months. Our client was so pleased to be able
to see his sister and talk to her. These are
such precious memories for someone suffering
at home alone. He so appreciated us being
able to facilitate this call."
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Quote from a beneficiary:

“Your call has brought tears to my eyes,
happy tears that you have taken the time out
to call me and see how I am. This feeling is
better than winning the lottery. God bless you
and send my well wishes to the team for doing
such wonderful work. I will look forward to
your call again, to know you are healthy and
well”.
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Lucie’s Pantry
Lucie’s Pantry is a social supermarket located at Emmaus Salford. They provide a
sustainable and affordable source of food and household essentials to members of
the Salford community, struggling to make ends meet through debt, illness or low
income. As part of the COVID-19 response they have expanded their provision and
supported many other local groups through the re-distribution of food and essential
items.
Throughout the COVID-19 crisis, the main volunteers who have kept the service
running are members of the Emmaus Salford community. These are formerly
homeless people who working together to gain skills and experience within Emmaus’
social enterprises. The volunteers who have stepped up and taken responsibility
within Lucie’s Pantry have been fantastic and are a real credit to themselves and the
charity.
Patricia, a member of Lucie’s Pantry says:

“Fabulous, lost without it, love it, it’s a
godsend.”

Members queue at Lucie’s
Pantry for their shopping

Emmaus Salford donate
toothbrushes to St Ann’s
Hospice
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Mustard Tree
The Mustard Tree focus on tackling both the causes and consequences of poverty
and homelessness. In response to the pandemic Mustard Tree are providing
essential food to those in need who are suffering poverty or hardship. All of the
charity’s hubs have remained open throughout this crisis to enable access to food
from their pantry for £2.50 (for up to £15.00 worth of food) as well as emergency
food parcels. They are also delivering food club packages to their clients who are
unable to visit the hubs.
All of the volunteers at Mustard Tree are going above and beyond by offering their
support in a time of uncertainty and fear. Mustard Tree are so grateful to each one
who has shown commitment and dedication to the charity especially during this
crisis. They are all amazing.
A Mustard Tree volunteer said:

“Thank you for still letting us volunteer, I
would have crumbled being at home on my
own and not having your support.
Volunteering makes me feel useful and I feel
as though I am giving something back to the
community”

One recent client quote was:

“You are all Angels still keeping the shop
open, we don’t know what we would have done
for food this week if it wasn’t for you!”
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Salford Baby Bank
Salford Baby Bank is run by
the Daughters of Salford
charity. Their mission is to
work with others to ensure
vulnerable women and
families start well and thrive.
The team is made up of
women who call Salford
home and who have a heart
for others who live in the city.
The launch of the Baby Bank was brought forward as a response to the Covid-19
pandemic to meet rising need.
Salford Baby Bank provides swift support to families in Salford in urgent need of
essential baby supplies. They work in partnership with local organisations including
Lifecentre, The Castle Community Centre and Visit from the Stork. They believe that
being connected helps you thrive and are committed to linking families in with local
community groups and services that will support them along their journey.

Salford Citizen’s Advice
In response to Covid-19, Salford Citizen’s Advice set up a virtual call centre within 72
hours – with staff answering calls from home. Their advice line was extended to run
up to 6pm and they now run an out of hour’s service running to 10pm each day
including weekends.
They are also delivering a triage
service for people who need food
bank parcels.
Their Help to Claim service
supporting any new Universal
Credit claimants in Salford is in
demand with a six to seven fold
increase in claims.
A small number of dedicated
volunteers continue to support the
charity, giving advice to local
people especially around
employment. The volunteers take
part in training via Zoom so they
can keep up to date with a rapidly
changing environment.
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Salford Food Share Network
Salford Food Share Network supports food clubs, food banks and food crisis
services across Salford. They supported these services to switch to food parcel
delivery, and/or take away meals so they could continue to help people in Salford.
The network worked with Salford CVS to fund and deliver over £50,000 of grants to
partners through the Food Crisis Response Fund.
The Food Share Network have supported food banks and food clubs with access to
additional funding and food, sanitary and baby supplies. They have also been
particularly happy to support the new Salford baby bank.
Salford Foodshare Network has also coordinated with Salford CVS’s Food Response
Fund. The fund has been boosted with a generous donation of £10,000 from the AJ
Bell Trust.
This money has been put to immediate use in supporting Salford’s network of food
banks, clubs and pantries.
This money has complemented £30,000 from NHS Salford CCG (Third Sector
Fund), and £10,000 from Greater Manchester Combined Authority.
The Food Response Fund has provided a fast-track route to get money (and food) to
where it’s needed most.
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Salford Foundation
Digital Buddies is a new ‘social connection’ and support project as part of Salford
Foundation’s COVID-19 response which aims to help people who are struggling to
use their phone, tablet or computer to communicate well. It does this by linking each
person with a trained young person who will provide remote one-to-one support to
help them solve their particular digital skills challenges.
Tommy, 16, was matched up with his buddy Irene, 69, who along with her husband
had asked for help with getting set up on Zoom as well as other issues. Tommy
spent around 3 hours in one day to help his buddy with multiple calls taking place as
he had wanted to make sure he could give them the best advice. He had an initial
phone call to find out what issues she was having, and how he could help; in this call
he first helped to set up email accounts and PayPal to make online shopping easier
for his buddy. Then he was able to set up Zoom, and talked Irene through how it
works to ensure that she was confident in using the app. He was very kind and
patient, and went above and beyond to ensure that everything was as clear as
possible. He also offered extra support if needed.

“Just wanted to say a big thank you for your
referral to my Digital Buddy, Katie. She was so
patient and explained everything carefully
and very well. In fact she was a real joy to talk
to. I really couldn't have set my phone up
without her as I've always had it done for me.
Sad but true! So thanks again and please pass
it on.” – Linda
“Being a digital buddy is an amazing thing to
do during this difficult time. It really shows
that people care and are trying to make a
difference. It isn’t just about helping with
technology, it about being someone to talk
to.” – Annabel, 16
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Social adVentures
Social adVentures is a wellbeing social enterprise addressing health inequalities. As
part of their response to Covid-19 they have moved their cooking facility to their
Garden Needs site in Kersal. At this site they are cooking 600 meals a week for NHS
frontline staff – everything from sandwiches and salads right through to roast dinners
and lasagne.

Social adVentures are providing food parcels for local people who are referred from
the Spirit of Salford helpline. These are generally people who need special support
or who are not eligible for the Government schemes.
Social adVentures are phoning their service users every week for a chat to see if
there is anything they need but also to simply keep in touch.
They are also providing childcare for keyworkers and supporting local families with
online support and food parcels as needed.
The volunteers at Social adVentures have all
been fantastic. They have helped the charity to
cook the food and to deliver it across Salford –
enabling them to feed more people and to have
a larger reach.

“It was fantastic to get a
roast dinner on a Sunday,
it really lifted my spirits
and made me feel
appreciated.” - Frontline NHS Nurse
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Local people who have registered as an
Emergency Response Volunteer via the Spirit
of Salford Network have been matched to roles
with Social adVentures by Volunteer Centre
Salford.
People are helping from a variety of different
backgrounds. For example, there is a chef who
usually does the catering on a train and a
driver who usually works in legal services.

“I would just like to say thanks for the goodies
you delivered for us today and how helpful
the items are. We really do appreciate this and
will be sending a thankyou card through the
post”- Service user after receiving food parcel
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Spirit of Salford - Dog walking volunteer
Prior to the pandemic Celine volunteered as a Wellbeing Champion, supporting local
people with their health and wellbeing. When she was no longer able to continue this
role due she looked for another way she could help and was matched with a dog
walking opportunity by Salford CVS’ Volunteering Development Worker Michael.

"During these challenging times,
especially in lockdown, having another reason
to go outside home can be very rewarding. I
am enjoying helping out the community as well
as spending good times with the energetic
dogs. The owners are friendly and also nice to
have conversations with. This dog walking
volunteering has become a great way to lend
a hand to others within the neighbourhood
and it is a fruitful experience."
Celine says:
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Spirit of Salford - Stay in Touch service
volunteer
The Stay in Touch service is for anyone feeling lonely while staying at home.
Volunteers make regular check-in calls with those who have requested a chat.
Case study from a Spirit of Salford Stay in Touch service volunteer:

I am a full time working mum and have worked
for Salford Council for 13 years. I have lived in
Salford all my life and am very proud of this.
Due to COVID-19 this has meant that I am now
working from home for my day job but my
evenings and weekends are free.
When I received the email asking for
volunteers I instantly completed the
application as I want to make a difference and
help as much as I can during the current
situation. I myself have a family and have
good days and bad days and I wanted
to contribute and help anybody that needs a
hand or just a listening ear during these
uncertain times.
I have really enjoyed being a stay in touch
volunteer and I look forward to speaking to
people…to hear how they are getting on, if
they need anything and helping them to
achieve this but most importantly making sure
they are ok. Every person I speak to are
always so thankful and appreciative of my
call even if it is just for a chat.
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Spirit of Salford - Stay in Touch service
volunteer
A blind nursing student has shown
there is no limit to helping others
during a time of crisis.
When the lockdown began, Sarah
Strutt began searching for ways she
could assist her local community
despite having additional needs
herself.
Sarah became partially sighted in
1999 then registered blind in 2006
with a condition known as retinal dystrophy. She moves around with a cane and
uses braille as well as apps and voice-over output on her phone and laptop.
However, with the Access to Nursing and Midwifery course at Stockport College to
support her application, the 30-year-old found a voluntary role phoning people in
need with Covid-19 response unit, the Stay in Touch service, run by Salford’s
Clinical Commissioning Group and part of the Spirit of Salford partnership.

“I constantly saw the
chaos caused by coronavirus and was
desperate to do what I could to help. At first
people thought it was limited what I could do
as I am registered blind, however I kept
searching and came across this opportunity.
Clients have different reasons for seeking
telephone contact many are isolated due to
the virus and experiencing loneliness and
some are in the older age bracket.”
The 30-year-old from Whalley Range said:

The work involves phoning people referred to the service to provide support with
benefits, council tax, debt, digital skills, emergency supplies, food, housing, pets,
citizen’s advice, all of which Sarah shares with her wider team over the phone to
follow up any welfare and safeguarding concerns.
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Amanda Rafferty, Service Lead, Stay in Touch added:

“It’s great to have Sarah volunteering on our
service – she has a natural connection with
people and a clear empathy which will be of
great benefit to her in her future career as a
nurse. She has a brilliant understanding of the
needs of vulnerable citizens who face many
barriers in life similar to her own experience.
Sarah contacts us with updates using a mobile
phone as it works better for her and this
ensures we are kept informed of any issues,
and more importantly the difference she has
made to the lady she is supporting.”
Sarah completes college work by email using audio of classes from home with
constant engagement from tutors whom have been “absolutely amazing”, and
creates poetry in her spare time. After College, she plans to study a mental health
nursing BSC at Manchester Metropolitan University.
Councillor Gina Reynolds, Lead Member for Adult Services, Health and Wellbeing,
Salford City Council, which set up Spirit of Salford network in just 72 hours when
isolation was announced, said:

“Sarah’s determination to help others at a
time of crisis is fantastic and we have been
very grateful for her support. Her compassion,
caring and community spirit will stand her in
good stead in her future career and I wish her
every success.”
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Spirit of Salford – Good Neighbour volunteer
Good Neighbour volunteers give a range of support to their local communities. They
can help with shopping, delivering essentials and prescriptions.
Case study from Jenine, Spirit of Salford Good Neighbour volunteer:

There have been so
many people that have
been so grateful and
thankful to have
received some
help…However, I often
think of one particular
gentleman. I got a
message to get
some basic shopping
for this man who
Volunteer Jenine
has terminal cancer
and no family. This was in the very early days
when people were sadly clearing the shelves. I
went shopping and got him the majority of his
shopping, but couldn’t get eggs, anti bac wipes,
butter and sprouts. I took him his shopping and
apologised for not getting all of it. He stood
on his door step and cried. I just wanted to
give him a hug, but couldn’t. He got upset
because he was glad to get his shopping, but
he really fancied some eggs! I really felt for
him. I didn’t feel I could just leave him so we
stood chatting for a while. I had a few more
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jobs, so I had to leave but he was a little
chirpier by that time. I
couldn’t get him out of
my mind - he was going
through probably the
worst time of his life and
was on his own!! After
finishing my other jobs I
drove round until I got
the rest of his shopping
and called back to see
him. He was telling me
how having cancer he
doesn’t have much of an
appetite, but when he fancies something, he
likes to eat it. He was so grateful to have his
eggs and sprouts lol.
This whole experience has made me feel so
humble.
Spirit of Salford have worked so hard to make
sure the most vulnerable in our community
are not on their own - they’re all amazing.
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Spirit of Salford – Good Neighbour volunteer
Frances is a Spirit of Salford Volunteer in Irlam and Cadishead:

“During the coronavirus pandemic lockdown I
wanted to do whatever I could to help the
local Heath Improvement Team deliver
support in our local community to those most
in need.
I have been busy picking up prescriptions and
delivering them to our local residents who are
for the most part shielded...
Our local residents are all different both in
age and reason why they need us but they
do. Now we have a few regulars it is like
passing time with a friend checking that they
are ok and don't need anything else and
reminding them to just phone if they do.
The overwhelming response has been sincere
gratitude and thanks....I have been offered
chocolates and even a cuppa. People say: ‘I
don't know what I would do without you’ and
‘Thanks you have brightened up my day’.
The responses make it all worthwhile and with
the whole team is working together it is a
privilege to be part of it.”
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Visit from the Stork CIC
Visit from the Stork CIC is a social enterprise providing pregnancy and post-natal
support for new parents. They set up their Stork Support project in response to the
Covid-19 pandemic, to deliver baby essentials to the door of families across Salford
and Manchester.
Stork Support’s volunteers pack and deliver care packages to families in need. The
dedicated volunteers work hard to get supplies out quickly; one volunteer, Sian,
cycled from Salford to Stockport to get essentials to a new mum.
Local people who have registered as an Emergency Response Volunteer via the
Spirit of Salford Network have been placed as volunteer delivery drivers at Stork
Support by Volunteer Centre Salford.
Hundreds of local families have received care packages from Stork Support since
the service launched in March with support from the Salford Crisis Fund. In April
alone, the team of volunteers gave 160 hours of their time and helped 250 families.
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Women with Wings
Women with Wings have been helping women and their families in the community by
providing essentials food and care parcels. They also support their wellbeing and
mental health by getting in touch with them via phone and video calls every week.
The group’s volunteers help with packaging and delivering food for those in need in
the community. Women with Wings have been supporting families all over Salford.

“I can’t tell you how much it means to get the
food parcel. It was filled with such good food,
which means that I can give my children
nutritious food. God bless you for your help
and care for others”
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Salford CVS and Volunteer Centre Salford
The Old Town Hall
5 Irwell Place
Eccles
M30 0FN
0161 787 7795
office@salfordcvs.co.uk
www.salfordcvs.co.uk
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